
Barbara says thanks to the 59 brave souls

(named overleaf) who commissioned an object

 to be made purposely and with respect,

during the last calendar year, 2003.

The commissioned jewel remains our mainstay

and as the word spreads, so

does the scope of individual requests for

something unique and challenging.

Gems hold the interest factor and we are

delighted to create and manufacture

so many varied metal options.

 Commissioning clients and their friends
are invited annually to our studio sale at

the Lansdowne Street studio.
You are invited to attend Saturday 13th

& Sunday 14th December from
11:00am – 5:00pm.

Stock is returned from retailers around
the country and is offered at wholesale

prices for these two days only.
Malcolm also makes available our gem
stock, showing once a year reductions.

We do hope to see you.
Barbara, Malcolm, Juan-Luis & Marisa

We are also delighted to broadcast our
four public art projects initiated this year:

– ‘door hardware’ for the new Magistrate’s
Court in George St. Brisbane, Cox Rayner

– ‘botanica’ Stage 2 at Roma Street
Parklands with Urban Arts Projects

– ‘swell’ at the Gold Coast City Council’s
new BVN administration building

– ’door hardware’ for the refit of the QE11
stadium at Nathan in Brisbane for QAS



Tony & Jane Kinsman - Handmade ring for their diamond

Annette Liddy & Brett Mannison - Exotic andalucite earrings

Fiona Mowat - A multiple sapphire ring (to herself) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/missFiweb.jpg>

Mark Gordon - A mini multi link bracelet for their little daughter

Sue Fuller - Earrings with aquamarine briolettes

David Waller & Amelia Gundelach - Platinum (& diamond) (& gem) engagement ring <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/amelia4.jpg>

Sue Abbey & Phil Ward - Fantastic ruby in a wire basket setting <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/abbey2003.jpg>

Doug Hall - Bi-metal ring sculptured in the form of The Roanji Garden <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/ddeightonweb.jpg>

Robert Allen - Mokume laminate ring with black star sapphire <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/Allen-his%20ring.jpg>

Laura McDonald - Carved gold & cabochon delight (star ruby and star sapphires) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/Allen-her%20ring.jpg>

Tracey Challinor - Reversable pendants, one with coin pearls

Geraldine Cleary & Ingrid Richards - Commissioned gem button for Timothy Hill <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/t.hillcomm.jpg>

Els van Poppel - Gem-laden wedding ring (yum)

Jane Coulson - Leaf lattice pendant with diamond briolette

Brendan Gaffney - His platinum wedding ring

Vanessa Galloway - Charm bangle for mum and daughter Maeve (later on) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/v.galloway2003.jpg>

Anthony Sourgnes & Leonie Smith - Big sapphire engagement ring (to London) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/May2003sourgnes.jpg>

Jean-Piere Khoury - Necklace in gold & aventurine (to Sydney)

Simon Jackman - Signature bracelet with esoteric larimar cabochon (to USA)

Michel & Irene Sourgnes - Their antique gems into beautiful basket ring <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/irene.jpg>

Kate Lord - The ring, the gem, the earrings, (with more on hold)

Roz Mac Allan - Gold dress ring with her ruby

Wendy Barber - Jewel encrusted ring for (the pink lady) herself <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/pinkladyfinal.jpg>

Allie McCann - Interlocking (gemmy) ring for herself

Timothy O'Rourke - Two sapphires in a gorgeous ring for Della <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/tim-della2003.jpg>

Lynne Seear - Angus' (secret) brooch <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/angusbrooch.jpg>

Peter & Mary Sheehan - Silver and gold handmade chain for him

Kirsti Simpson & Paul Owen - Arrival charms to mark baby Mathilda's birth

Diane Moon - Necklace to hold hair comb (her pearl shell heirloom)

Jon & Lyndal Voller - Fabulous long pearl lariat

Marin Simpson & Damion Cavanagh - (thanks for the pics) engagement and wedding rings

Robert Allan & Laura McDonald - Herkimer diamond & pearl gift for friend's baby

Erin Bennion - Her very own (Helen Of Troy) ring to herself <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/EBennionFinal4w.jpg>

Adam Bogusz & Sarah Cameron - Simply stunning gem choice (her engagement ring)

Vi Churchill - Family ring (re-made) for tomorrow

Kate Galloway - Pearl shell & herkimer diamond (first reconciliation) token for Jemima <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/jemima-g-handw.jpg>

Gregory Gilmour - A new ring for Chetana with sliced diamond crystal

Lurlene Livingstone - Her (chutzpah) emerald, diamond and ruby ring <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/LLdressringW.jpg>

Peter Todd & Louise Noble - Another fabulous set of wedding jewels

Roz Mac Allan - Gold lariat with Roz's black pearls

Jen Marchant & John Davies - Very sweet wedding ring for long time customer

Prof P. Gerry McKenna - Necklace commission for gracious annual visitors (to London)

Katherine McPherson - Wedding rings this time (we've done everything else for Katherine) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/K.&D.jpg>

Pam Easton - Magic mounts for her (large & luscious) pearls from Broome

Hayden & Sue Tennant - Birthday (and reward) ring for her <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/reward.jpg>

Scott Fagg & Cathy Howie - New direction filigree engagement ring

Kirsti & Justine Simpson - Earrings for their sister Marin’s wedding

Colleen Smythe - Another bracelet for long time customer

Julie Squires - Engagement, wedding ring & earrings over the web (to Melbourne) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/internetcomm.jpg>

Jill Steele - Very considered brief for (shibui) ring

Stephen Trotta & Eleni Fronis - Wedding rings for one of Barbara's retail assistants

Stacey Talbot - South sea pearl lattice necklace

Barbara Heath & J.P. Khoury - The God parent’s gift to Josephine Jackman (to USA) <http://www.co-opones.to/male/viewer/images/j.j.-firstgem.jpg>

Sophie Papas - Bangle as (21st birthday marker) for niece

Sally & Tony Hopkins - Great sapphire and great basket constructed ring

Odo Jack (Dick) Enright - His personalised (pinky) ring to pass down to malE

Ilana Elisha - Carved ring with square cut rubies (to Melbourne)

Annie Tauber - Delicate bracelet with Grandmother's diamond (to Melbourne)

Remo Guiffré - Peruvian blue opal anniversary earrings for Melanie (to Sydney)


